E+ Mobilities with Partner Countries - Project Summary
COUNTRY

PARTNER UNIVERSITY

PIC

Georgia

Tbilisi State Medical University

997889635

TOPIC
Please give a short summary of the project. (max. 1000 char.)
Charité – Universitätsmedizin Berlin and Tbilisi State Medical University (TSMU) continue their collaboration in medicine and medical
science research. The main topic covered in this project by Charité is blood bank, stem cell, and bone marrow transplantation. The main
topic covered by TSMU is bacteriophages research. For this reason, the most renowned Eliava Institute for Bacteriophages, Micro Biology
and Virology is associated to this project as well.
Multidrug-resistant bacterial pathogens pose a significant threat to human health. In Georgia, the treatment with bacteriophages has a long
history and represents an effective alternative therapy against various human bacterial infections.
On the other side, TSMU is looking to modernize its blood bank and to build the first center for stem cell and bone marrow transplantation.
Charité will share experience and provide information on its scientific, structural and managerial set up.

AIMS, MILESTONES and DELIVERABLES
What are the aims, milestones and deliverables of the project? (max. 1000 char.)
In order to intensify research collaboration and exchange knowledge, skills and good practice in the above-mentioned areas, three main
activities will take place:
- Exchange of PhD students and formation of a small international “Q-Kolleg”, to work on one topic in different locations. 3-month research
stay at partner and virtual community to share experiences, literature, and results/data online.
- Expert symposium on bacteriophage research. For this topic, the experts from Tbilisi come to Berlin for 5 days to give lectures, visit labs,
exchange experiences and discuss hypotheses with Berlin colleagues and students.
- Expert symposium on blood bank and transplantation medicine. Same format as above.
- Exchange visits of administrative staff at the beginning and the end of the project to prepare all necessary administrative steps, establish
service infrastructure for program participants, manage the final evaluation process and plan future activities.

MOBILITIES
What are the priorities for selection? (max. 250 char.)
Expertise or interest in one of the topics. Willingness to travel to the partner or to welcome guest researchers. Willingness to present
research, answer questions and support the other party in developing expertise and research infrastructure.

Which types and numbers of mobilities are foreseen?*
INCOMING
Activity Type

Total Duration*

OUTGOING

Total № of Participants*

Total Duration*

Total № of Participants*

Student Mobility for Studies

12

4

6

2

Staff Mobility for Training

15

3

15

3

Staff Mobility for Teaching

70

14

65

13

* Mobilities indicated per country if not otherwise specified.
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